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Structural and electronic properties of the Bi/Au(110)–1×4 surface
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We report on the structural and electronic properties of the Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 surface, by combining scanning
tunneling microscopy, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, and first-principles calculations. The analysis
of the precursor 1 × 8 moiré structure shows that the 1 × 4 reconstruction forms at an optimum coverage of one
monolayer. A hard-sphere model is proposed for the 1 × 4 structure and further confirmed by calculations. In this
model, topmost Bi atoms form rows supported by a Bi overlayer, with no significant alloying with the substrate.
This has important consequences regarding the electronic properties and the spin texture. The photoemission
measurements evidence typical p Bi-induced states, that can have either quasi-one- or two-dimensional character
depending on their binding energy. These states show no Rashba spin splitting, in agreement with the results of
first-principles calculations. This finding is discussed by considering the role of hybridization with the substrate
in the emergence of the Rashba effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of emergent spintronic devices, materials
exhibiting the Rashba effect play an important role. Thanks
to their spin-split electronic states, these materials can in fact
carry spin-polarized currents. The Rashba effect originates
from the lifting of the Kramers spin degeneracy by the
spin-orbit (SO) interaction in systems with broken inversion
symmetry. The latter condition can be fulfilled either at
surfaces (Rashba-Bychkov effect1) or in the bulk of noncen-
trosymmetric crystals as originally proposed by Dresselhaus
and Rashba.2,3

The strength of the Rashba coupling αR is a fundamental
parameter since it determines the spin precession length.4 It
is thus highly desirable to find new materials exhibiting the
so-called giant Rashba effect characterized by large values of
αR. So far, the largest ever reported αR are for the Bi/Ag(111)
surface alloy5 (αR ≈ 3 eV Å) and the surface states of the
noncentrosymmetric compound BiTeI6–9 (αR ≈ 4 eV Å).
Three main ingredients, whose respective contributions cannot
be trivially disentangled, are important to produce the giant
Rashba effect: (i) a large atomic SO parameter as found
in high-Z elements such as Bi, (ii) a large perpendicular
potential gradient,10,11 and finally (iii) a large in-plane potential
gradient, as realized by the buckling of high-Z atoms in
surface alloys.12–14 The latter two can be unified by introducing
the concept of wave function asymmetry stemming from the
mixture of the adsorbate and the substrate atomic orbitals.

Another issue, so far not extensively investigated, is the
dimensionality aspect. The examples mentioned previously
are 2D electron gases, but can one transpose the giant
Rashba effect to one-dimensional systems to produce perfectly
directed spin currents? Quasi-one-dimensional systems are
also interesting to test the predictions of theoretical models,
such as the extended Rashba model that includes a large
in-plane asymmetry. The first realization of a spin-split,
one-dimensional electron gas was obtained in Au wires
grown on stepped silicon.15,16 However, the Rashba parameter
remains small, of the order of what is found for the Au(111)
Shockley state17 (αR = 0.33 eV Å). A significantly larger

Rashba effect has recently been observed for Pt nanowires
on the Si(110) surface.18 Finally, one-dimensional Rashba
systems could exhibit novel transport properties, for instance
a one-dimensional spin Hall effect as proposed in stepped
Bi0.9Sb0.1(114).19

In this paper, we report on the atomic and electronic
structure of the Bi/Au(110) surface, a system of fundamental
interest where both adsorbate and substrate are composed of
high-Z elements conducive to a significant Rashba effect.
Moreover, the (110) surface is a good template candidate for
the growth of quasi-1D nanostructures.20 A wide variety of
reconstructions at Bi coverages below one monolayer (ML)
is observed with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).21 We
focus here on the 1 × 8 moiré structure (0.875 ML) and, more
importantly, on the 1 × 4 surface reconstruction obtained at
1 ML coverage. Starting from the moiré structure, we propose
a hard-sphere model for the 1 × 4 surface corroborated by
DFT calculations. The electronic structure of the surface has
been measured by means of angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES). Characteristic Bi-induced states are
observed, showing either quasi-one- or two-dimensional con-
tours depending on their binding energy. No spin-splitting is
reported, in agreement with the theoretical predictions. The
absence of Rashba effect is finally discussed in terms of
hybridization with the substrate.

II. EXPERIMENT

STM and ARPES experiments have been performed in two
different UHV setups. The STM experiments have been carried
out in a home-built scanning tunneling microscope operated at
5 K.22 We used chemically etched tungsten tips. The indicated
tunnel voltages Vt correspond to the sample potential. For the
ARPES experiments, we used a high-brightness Gammadata
VUV 5000 helium discharge lamp, monochromatized at the
Iα emission line (hν = 21.21 eV). ARPES measurements
were performed at 77 K using a SPECS Phoibos 150
hemispherical analyzer. Energy and momentum resolutions
were set to 10 meV and 0.3◦, respectively. Low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) measurements have been performed at
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Surface reconstructions of the Bi/Au(110)
surface for increasing Bi coverage θ : (a) pristine Au(110)–
2 × 1 surface, (b) Bi/Au(110)–1 × 8 surface (θ = 0.875 ML), and
(c) Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 surface (θ = 1 ML). The corresponding LEED
patterns (left) are measured at 50 eV; unit cells in k space are enclosed
by red lines (dotted black is the non-reconstructed 1 × 1 surface).
Large-scale and close-up STM images (right) cover 78 × 78 nm2

and 15.6 × 15.6 nm2 areas, respectively. The tunneling parameters
are Vt = −20 mV, It = 0.02 nA for the large-scale images and
Vt = −10 mV, It = 10 nA for the small-scale images.

room temperature in both setups to correlate the STM and
ARPES data.

The Au(110) substrate was prepared by standard Ar+
sputtering/annealing cycles, to produce a high-quality 2 × 1–
reconstructed surface as indicated by sharp spots in the LEED
patterns and wide, almost defect-free terraces in the STM
images [Fig. 1(a)]. The 2 × 1 surface exhibits the so-called
“missing row” reconstruction23 with intra- and interchain spac-
ings a/

√
2 = 2.88 Å and 2a = 8.16 Å, respectively [Fig. 2(a)].

Bi was evaporated either from a standard Knudsen cell (STM)
or from a calibrated EFM3 Omicron evaporator (ARPES), onto
a freshly prepared substrate kept at room temperature.

First-principles electronic structure calculations have
been performed within the density functional theory (DFT)

(a) (b) (c)

2x1

BiAu

1x1 1x8 1x4

HAu

BAu

HBi

FIG. 2. (Color online) Atomically resolved STM images of
(a) Au(110)–2 × 1 missing-row reconstruction, (b) Bi/Au(110)–
1 × 8 moiré structure, and (c) Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 surface. Unit cells
are depicted in red. STM images covering 5 × 5 nm2 area have
been acquired with typical tunneling parameters Vt = −5 mV and
It = 10 nA. Lower panel: hard sphere models; HAu, HBi, and BAu

refer to hollow Au and Bi sites and bridge sites, respectively.

framework employing the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) as implemented in the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package.24

Spin-orbit effects were accounted for using the fully relativistic
norm-conserving pseudopotentials acting on valence electron
wave functions represented in the two-component spinor
form.25

III. SURFACE RECONSTRUCTIONS
OF THE Bi/Au(110) SURFACE

Upon Bi adsorption, the native 2 × 1 reconstruction is
replaced by a variety of new reconstructions at coverages
below one monolayer (ML, defined as one Bi atom per 1 × 1
unit cell). A description of these phases goes beyond the scope
of this paper and will be presented elsewhere.21 We just men-
tion here the occurrence of the quasihexagonal c(2 × 2) and
(
√

3 × √
3)R54.7◦ reconstructions at 1/2 ML and 1/3 ML,

respectively, as already observed for similar interfaces.26–28

For higher coverages, one-dimensional structures, rotated
by 90◦ with respect to the “missing row” reconstruction, are
observed [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The first structure we consider
is the 1 × 8 moiré surface, that appears as a one-dimensional
modulation of the atomic heights, with amplitude δz ≈ 15 pm.
The atomically resolved images [Fig. 2(b)] yield an interatomic
spacing dBi−Bi = 3.29 Å, that matches exactly the average
of the first- and second-neighbor distances (d1 = 3.062 Å
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and d2 = 3.512 Å) found in rhombohedral bulk Bi.29 This
typical value also appears in the incommensurate phase of
Bi/Cu(111) forming at high coverages.30 A dense packing of
Bi atoms, as in the previously cited system, is compatible with
the 1 × 8 structure. Furthermore, we count seven atoms per
1 × 8 unit cell. Therefore, the observed stripes are rationalized
easily as a moiré effect. Indeed, given the Au-Au separation at
the Au(110)–1 × 1 surface (dAu−Au = a/

√
2 = 2.88 Å), one

finds out that eight Au atoms can effectively accommodate
seven densely packed Bi atoms (8 × dAu−Au = 23.04 Å;
7 × dBi−Bi = 23.03 Å). The resulting coverage is then 7/8 =
0.875 ML. A hard-sphere model for the 1 × 8 moiré structure
is shown in Fig. 2(b). The lowest Bi adatoms occupy hollow
sites HAu and define the corners of the unit cell. The other
atoms of the cell are progressively shifted away from hollow
sites due to the mismatch between Bi and Au radii, resulting
in higher atomic heights at the center of the cell. Finally,
undulations of the moiré pattern in the perpendicular direction
[see inset, Fig. 1(b)] are a likely consequence of the steps
morphology. Such shifts perpendicular to the steps do not
modify the moiré energy because of the large number of
densely packed atoms in the unit cell.

At an optimum coverage of 1 ML, the 1 × 4 structure is
observed38 [Fig. 1(c)]. Its main feature is the formation of
straight, bright lines assigned to Bi rows. The 1 × 4 surface
does not show the typical undulations observed in the moiré
structure. Given that the row atoms occupy preferential sites,
it is indeed energetically unfavorable to shift the structure
perpendicular to the steps. The transition from the 1 × 8 moiré
structure to the 1 × 4 surface for intermediate coverages is
documented elsewhere.21 We just mention that the formation of
Bi rows is dictated by “magical distances” between the latter, in
order to preserve the moiré pattern within rows. A hard-sphere
model is also proposed for the 1 × 4 structure [Fig. 2(c)].
Besides the corner atoms (Bi1) pertaining to the rows, the 1 × 4
unit cell comprises three inner (Bi2, Bi3, and Bi4), densely
packed Bi atoms occupying HAu sites. This gives four atoms
in the 1 × 4 cell, hence a coverage of 1 ML. In the STM image,
only top Bi1 (bright) and inner Bi2 (faint) atoms are observed.
An estimate of the height difference gives δz ≈ 60 pm.

The 1 × 4 surface periodicity is also found at the systems
formed by heavy atoms (Bi, Pb) deposited on the Cu(110)
surface,27,31 so one could have naively proposed the same
structure. In the latter, topmost heavy atoms adopt a double-
row structure, separated by grooves where Bi substitute Cu
atoms and thus implying a significant alloying. However, in the

TABLE I. Relaxed atomic positions of the Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4
structure obtained from first-principles calculations.

x (Å) y (Å) z (Å)

Bi1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Bi2 2.0982 2.5393 −0.8328
Bi3 2.0982 5.9357 −0.9302
Bi4 2.0982 9.3301 −0.8328
Au1 0.0000 1.4516 −2.5788
Au2 0.0000 4.4230 −2.4463
Au3 0.0000 7.4145 −2.4463
Au4 0.0000 10.3537 −2.5788

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Top view and (b) side view of relaxed
atomic structure of the Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 surface obtained from first-
principles calculations. The 1 × 4 unit cell is depicted in red. First
two Au layers are shown. Bi and Au atoms are depicted in blue/green
and yellow, respectively.

Bi/Au(110) system alloying is unlikely because Bi and Au are
essentially nonmiscible in the bulk.32 In addition, the recently
discovered Bi/Au(111)–6 × 6 phase shows no alloying but an
overlayer structure.33

Our first-principles calculations confirm that the proposed
structure for the 1 × 4 system is a stable configuration. We
considered a slab model of 15 Au(110) atomic layers in a 1 × 4
supercell terminated on both sides by a Bi monolayer. The
structure was fully relaxed. The coordinates of Bi atoms and
Au atoms in the first layer are listed in Table I. The Bi1 atoms
(blue in Fig. 3) occupy the topmost hollow sites HBi and form
the rows described previously, running along the x direction.
Each Bi1 atom is coordinated to four Bi2 and Bi4 atoms (green)
that are significantly shifted into the surface (δz = −0.83 Å).
The central atom Bi3 is displaced downwards even more (δz =
−0.93 Å). It is interesting to note that the relaxed positions of
the Bi2 and Bi4 atoms deviate from their initial HAu positions.
Indeed, we observe a distinct shift towards the rows (δy =
±0.45 Å) that is easily noticed by the mismatch with atoms
from the second Au layer. This corroborates our hard-sphere
model since in this configuration Bi atoms are separated by the
same distance dBi2−Bi3 = dBi1−Bi2 = 3.40 Å that approaches
the average of first- and second-neighbor distances in bulk Bi.

IV. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE 1 × 4
SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION

In the following, we analyze the electronic structure of
the Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 surface, motivated by the possibility of
having quasi-one-dimensional Rashba states supported by the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) ARPES intensity maps measured for the
Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 surface along high-symmetry directions �−X

[(a) first SBZ, (b) second SBZ], Y−M (c), and �−Y (d). The red,
vertical arrows indicate bulk states. Surface Brillouin zones and the
segments probed by ARPES are indicated.

Bi rows. Figure 4 shows ARPES intensity maps measured
along the surface high-symmetry directions. Surface Brillouin
zones (SBZs) are indicated in the figure. For clarity, we
give the zone boundary wave vectors: �Y = 0.273 Å−1 and
�X = YM = 0.770 Å−1. Along the chain direction �–X we
observe two strongly dispersing features b1 and b2 with
negative effective mass [Fig. 4(a)]. This is a common feature of
Bi-induced states of p character. The intense features indicated
by red arrows are sp-type bulk states of the Au(110)–2 × 1
substrate.34 The surface is metallic as demonstrated by the b1
state crossing the Fermi level. This feature is more clearly
seen in the second SBZ [Fig. 4(b)]. An additional band b2′
is also visible, which is instead absent in the first SBZ due
to matrix-element effects.35 The b2′ state disperses similarly
to b2 with comparable effective mass, but shifted to lower
binding energies. At first glance b2 and b2′ look alike spin-split
states, but calculations will discard that possibility. Along the
inequivalent chain direction Y–M [Fig. 4(c)], one recognizes
the previously discussed b1 and b2′ states, the latter being
shifted to lower binding energies due to the positive dispersion
perpendicular to the Bi rows [Fig. 4(d)]. Along Y–M , a new
state b1′ with negative effective mass is observed. This state

is actually degenerate with b1 along �–X and then splits off
when moving to Y–M .

Along the �–Y direction perpendicular to the chains we first
notice the b2 band, already evidenced along the �–X direction,
with minimum binding energy 1 eV at the � point [Fig. 4(d)].
The effective mass of this band is comparable to the one
observed along �–X, suggesting its quasi-two-dimensional
character. As mentioned before, the effective mass of the b2′
state becomes positive along �–Y , resulting in a saddle point
at �. At 0.2 eV below the Fermi level b2 meets new band
b3. The latter has a small bandwidth and forms a hole pocket
centered at the � point.

Figure 5 compares ARPES measurements to the band
structure calculated from first principles. The experimental
band dispersions (black dots) have been extracted from the
intensity maps shown in Fig. 4 after Laplacian filtering. The
size and color of the symbols superimposed on calculated
bands indicates the projected weight on the topmost layer of Bi
atoms. There is an overall good agreement between experiment
and theory. According to the calculations, the bands that fit the
experimental dispersions are strongly localized at the surface
(except b4 that matches with a group of bulk states). The
strong surface character explains the large intensity observed
in the experiment. Our calculations show that all bands are
spin-degenerate; hence no sizable Rashba effect occurs at the
Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 interface despite the high atomic number
of its atomic constituents.

We turn now to the analysis of constant-energy (CE) maps.
Figures 5(b)–5(d) reveal that depending on binding energy
the electronic states are either of one- or two-dimensional
character. Overall, the calculated CE maps [Figs. 5(e)–5(g)]
reproduce well the observed features. At high binding energy
(EB = 1.2 eV), the overall symmetry of the experimental CE
map is two-dimensional, with two circular contours centered
at Y . The calculated contours are somewhat wider due to
the slight mismatch with the experimental effective mass at
high binding energies. In a nearly free electron model, these
contours would stem from a parabolic band that is replicated
due to the interrow potential by the wave vector �Q⊥ = 2 ��Y .
At this particular energy, the two contours overlap and a close
inspection reveals that they interact, or alternatively that a gap
opens due to a weak Fourier component V �Q⊥ . This leads to
the formation of inner, ellipsoidal and outer, sinelike contours
associated with b2 and b2′, respectively. The contours of the
Au bulk states (red arrows) show wigglings similar to b2′, that
again reflects the surface periodicity as already observed on
the Au(100)–2 × 1 surface.34

At lower binding energies, the two-dimensional symmetry
is progressively lost [Figs. 5(c)–5(d)]. In particular, at EB =
0.7 eV, a quasi-one-dimensional contour associated with b1
emerges from the Au bulk states (see white arrow). The
contours of the replicated bands discussed previously shrink
at lower binding energy because of the effective mass. The
replicated contours no longer interact, and therefore keep
their circular shape. One ends up with one contour per SBZ,
assigned to b2′. Close to the Fermi level (EB = 0.2 eV),
the experimental CE map shows rather straight lines running
along the �–Y direction, demonstrating the predominance of
quasi-one-dimensional states. By a close inspection of the
band topology, we disentangle three contributions: small hole
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FIG. 5. (Color online) First-principles band structure of the slab model of Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 surface plotted along high-symmetry k-point
path X–�–Y–M . The size of the symbols represents the projected weight on Bi atoms. Black dots indicate the experimental band dispersions
obtained from data in Fig. 3. Experimental constant-energy (CE) maps are measured at (b) 1.2 eV, (c) 0.7 eV, and (d) 0.2 eV binding energies.
(e)–(g) Corresponding CE maps calculated from first-principles, projected on the Bi atoms. Dotted lines are guides to the eye emphasizing the
symmetry of the contours.

pockets centered at Y (b2′), flat segments with shark-fin-
shaped features forming close to Y (b1′, dotted line), and
almost flat segments (b1, dashed line). The latter are not
observed at higher binding energy because b1′ essentially
overlaps with b1 along both �–X and Y–M [see Fig. 5(a)].
However close to EF, b1′ shows a larger k value along Y–M

than b1, that accounts for the shark-fin feature.
The change from one- to two-dimensional character can

be rationalized by examining the calculated local density of
states (LDOS). Figure 6(a) shows the LDOS correspond-
ing to the electronic state located at Y and EB � 0.1 eV

(b) (d)

(c)(a)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Local electron density plots of 1D (a) and
2D (c) states calculated at points Y and �, respectively. The density
integrated along the Bi chains is shown in (b) and (d). The arrows
represent the effective hopping mechanism between Bi rows.

[see Fig. 5(a)]. The wave function is mainly localized on the
Bi1 row atoms and is mainly composed of px orbitals pointing
along the row direction. A much smaller contribution arises
from neighboring Bi2 and Bi4 atoms. However, no weight is
found on central atoms Bi3. In Fig. 6(b) we show the LDOS in
the plane perpendicular to the Bi rows, and integrated along the
latter. It is obvious here that adjacent Bi1 rows are decoupled
from an electronic point of view, as demonstrated by the
absence of weight on Bi3 atoms, but also by the vanishing
hybridization of Bi overlayer with Au atoms located below Bi3.
This corroborates the 1D character of the lower energy states.

The spatial distribution of electronic states changes at
higher binding energy [Fig. 6(c), EB � 1 eV at the � point].
Indeed, significant weight is found on both the topmost
Bi1 and the central Bi3 atoms. Here, the wave function
is mainly of py character, with lobes perpendicular to the
row direction. In the integrated LDOS plot we point out
a strong hybridization between between Bi and Au atoms
[Fig. 6(d)]. Within the tight-binding approach, an effective
hopping scheme between Bi rows can be proposed as follows:
Bi1→Bi2→Au→Bi3→Au→Bi2→Bi1 [arrows in Fig. 6(d)].
Judging on the almost isotropic CE maps, this effective
hopping mechanism has to be of the same magnitude as the
intrachain hopping to produce a 2D-like dispersion.

With the help of LDOS plots one can finally address
qualitatively the absence of spin splitting of the surface states.
While the interaction with the substrate has just been shown to
be nonnegligible and responsible for the interchain hopping,
it is actually not sufficient to produce a strong asymmetry
of the wave function near the ion cores. Indeed, as can be
seen in Fig. 6(d), the contributions from Bi1 and Bi3 atoms
closely resemble the atomic py orbitals. This is at odds with
the strong asymmetries reported in Rashba surface alloys.11

In the Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 system, the topmost Bi1 atoms are
never coupled to the substrate, but hybridize only with the Bi2
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atoms without any noticeable deviation from the py shape. On
the other hand, Bi3 atoms do couple to the substrate but again
without inducing any strong asymmetry.

In the Bi(Pb)/Ag(111) systems, surface alloying has been
pointed out to be the crucial requirement for triggering the
giant Rashba effect, because it (i) induces a strong in-plane
potential gradient13 and (ii) is generally accompanied by a
buckling of the heavy atoms.14 Both conditions favor the
asymmetry of the wave function because the Bi pz and
the substrate in-plane px,y orbitals strongly hybridize. By
contrast, no alloying occurs at the 1 ML Pb/Au(111) moiré
structure and no Rashba effect has been reported.36 In the
Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 system, although the substrate symmetry is
different and the relevant Bi orbitals have rather px,y character,
we believe that alloying with the substrate is also required to
have a sizable spin splitting. This assumption is confirmed by
the striking contrast between the Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 surface
overlayer system and the Bi/Cu(110)–1 × 4 surface alloy that
instead shows spin-split states.37 The comparison points to the
important role of the substrate, namely the fact that gold does
not favor alloying.

V. CONCLUSION

The structural and electronic properties of the 1 ML
Bi/Au(110)–1 × 4 interface have been studied in detail by
means of STM, ARPES, and DFT calculations. The interface
supports quasi-one-dimensional states at low energy, localized
on the Bi rows. However, the electronic states acquire a more
two-dimensional character with increasing binding energy,
with the Bi rows becoming significantly hybridized. The
Bi/Au(110) surface does not exhibit any sizable spin splitting
due to the lack of surface alloying and the consequent absence
of asymmetry of the wave function, in sharp contrast with the
recently studied Bi/Cu(110) surface alloy.
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